Painting Comforts for Your Home
Fine Art Paintings for Interior Design

the beauty of fine art
Beautiful and custom fine art pieces infuse any space with a handcrafted
design unlike anything else - not just for the brag or status factor, but for
building a home that is full of shared values. These paintings by masterful
artist Hannah V. of Hannah V Fine Arts bring attention back to the calming
effect of fine art for a statement luxury home.
Each artwork is a testament to true one of a kind workmanship. From more
than a decade in the fine art business, there is never the use of multiple
prints made of any clients fine art pieces, every design is original and
inspired. Hannah V.’s artwork can range in concept from fresh new ideas
which are part of a larger collection, to entirely custom designs and subjects.
When it comes to exclusive and unique projects, Hannah V. loves crafting
something that is directly inspired by the clients’ property that the artwork
will soon be home to. This is done in many ways like bringing in colors,
textures, and themes that match their decor, using rustic hand picked
window frames for landscape murals, setting up times to personally tour the
home, and more. Usual client visits are Monday thru Saturday 10am-5pm.

“Bringing joy, comfort, and peace back home…”
- Hannah V.

art has peace and joy
Most people are familiar with big box store printed art, but only a
few take advantage of luxury, original, and one of a kind artwork for
their home. Every piece of fine art has a story that cuts through
stress of the mind and strikes a cord with someone’s heart and
intuition. Working with design professionals helps bring a clearer
view of the integration of a clients’ new or soon-to-be new piece of
fine art. We love to work with the deeper story and connection of
art, all while getting to the details like product size and finishing.

to the trade
Integritable relationships with our clients and partners is among the
highest values for Hannah V Fine Arts. Every project starts with an
idea and a plan that includes an agreed upon budget, timeline, and
other details for the finished fine art or partnership.
Hannah V. enjoys working to continue to furlish the work with design professionals in making the best impact
pieces for their clientele. As a thank you, Hannah V Fine Arts is pleased to offer you a 20% trade discount. We
have different options to work together such as, staging homes, working together to design pieces, and more.
To set up an initial consultation or introductory meeting, please contact via email, phone, or website.

from the artist
“My custom paintings are always something more than just a pretty piece. I
love bringing nature into the home in an elegant way. It’s important that my
clients know that I share similar values, expectations, and that my work is the
right highlight piece for their homes and businesses.
Bringing joy, comfort, and peace back home. I create not only for myself but for
the goal of bringing these important values back home that ultimately change
any atmosphere. I value connecting authentically with folks that I interact with
about every aspect of me and my work. By developing upon colors, metallic
details, textures, and contrasting yet calming scenes, I combine my love for the
simple beauty of nature and my passion for artistic designs.”
Hannah V. is a traditional materials artist and has been a feature in many
publications for her fine art, community involvement, and teaching passions.
She has won awards and exhibited her artwork in the United States.
Hannah Van Steenwyk
Painter and Sculptural Mural Artist
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